RUGBY LEAGUE PATHWAY

15 YEARS

AUSTRALIAN MERIT TEAM

SCHOOL SPORT AUSTRALIA
CCC v CHS v Queensland v ACT v CIS

18 YEARS

AUSTRALIAN SCHOOLBOYS TEAM

AUSTRALIAN SCHOOLBOYS CHAMPIONSHIPS
CCC v CHS v Queensland Schools v CIS v Affiliated States

NSWCCC SELECTIONS
MCS v MCC v Sydney Independent v Country South v Country North v Presidents Team

PRESIDENTS’ TEAM
Selected from students who trial through their Diocese/Association and were not selected in those teams

ASSOCIATION SELECTIONS
MCS
MCC

DIOCESAN SELECTIONS
Country North: Lismore, Armidale, Maitland/Newcastle
Country South Western: Bathurst/Willcannia-Forbes, Canberra/Goulburn, Wollongong, Wagga Wagga
Sydney Independent Colleges: Parramatta, Broken Bay, CBSA, Southern Sydney

Age Eligibility:
Age as at 31 December in the year of competition